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 “Superspeed 1”, “Folgefonn” , “Superspeed 2” , “Color Viking” 

“Spitsbergen”,  “Kong Harald” , “Color Hybrid”, “Nordkap”,”Nordlyss”, “Richard 

With”, Vesteralen, Havilla RoPax and future development of this technology 
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1 Introduction 

As part of its general and continuous efforts to reduce the environmental footprint of its activity, Color Line decided 

in 2010 to implement a shore power connection together with Port of Oslo for the Color Magic and Color Fantasy 

ROPAX . The shorepower connection avoid Diesel Generators sets emission during these vessel’s 4 hours daily call at 

the Oslo terminal and suppressing the equivalent emissions of no less than 1700 cars! 

This was the first application of High Voltage Shorepower technology for a merchant vessel in Norway. 

For Color Line, DNV class society and Norwegian department of transport authorities, the first key requirement was, 

of course, SAFETY, especially as this shore power connection operation would be very repetitive and would involve 

heavy and cumbersome high voltage and high amperage cables and contacts. As such, direct manual handling by the 

crew was a no go, and a fully mechanized solution, if technically available, was to be preferred, especially if it 

allowed, the weight of the cables and connectors being not an issue, to provide extra margins in terms of current 

exchange capability. Another safety requirement was the ability to perform an emergency release, without power 

blackout, in the case the vessel drifts away from the quay side. From a power exchange point of view, the 

requirement was to provide a 4,5 MVA capability, under no less than 11 kV. 

Based on this, the innovative PLUG technology was selected.  

 



 

 

“Color Fantasy” arriving in Oslo 

2 PLUG technology main technical features 

PLUG (acronym for “Power Generation during Loading & Unloading”) is addressing this challenge with a unique self 

mating / de mating high voltage connector which allows a cost effective and safe connection. 

PLUG proposes a game changing technology based on a very innovative connector system, leading to much easier 

and efficient operations: 

As soon as the vessel is secured alongside the quay, the crew has just to slide out above the quay a beam to which is 

attached the ship side power socket and lower down a chain toward the quay side connector. 

The chain is at its end equipped with a ”shuttle bar”, which is inserted into the quay side connector. Getting further 

down, inside the connector, the shuttle bar gets into a mechanism which locks it with the connector 

The quay side connector and the power cables can now be hoisted towards the ship side socket and attach to it (see 

videos on NG3 website…). 

 

Original PLUG connector guiding system 

When the connector gets further up, the socket electrical contacts push open the quayside connector contacts and 

the connection is established. 

These unique features, make PLUG to be the world first solution to perform a safe, multi mega watt, high voltage, 

connection in less than a minute…! In theory, PLUG operations could be performed directly by the officer in charge 

of the mooring operations, using a video screen installed on the bridge wings!   



 

 

PLUG offers a safe breakaway capability without blackout or damage to the ship or quay side components. In case of 

mechanical overload, alarm sensors detect it and disconnection sequence will start. The hoist will lower down the 

connector until releasing the last chain link. 

Another features is that PLUG fully mechanized operations are insensitive to the mass and (lack of) flexibility of the 

connectors and cables. The power exchange capability can be optimized to meet most of the world’s fleet 

requirements, under up to 11 000 Volts, with the same design, and a single PLUG unit. 

Fig 3 shows the typical ship side and shore side PLUG deliverables. 

One of the big benefit is, from ship side point of view its compactness and limited part lists, to which benefits a 

negligible quay side footprint, is to be added. 

 

PLUG typical deliverables  

On the ship side, the PLUG interface is mainly composed by a steel structure supporting a sliding beam to which is 

attached a high voltage socket, a chain hoist as well as the watertight door. 

.  

 Ship side PLUG interface in slid in and out position s 



 

 

On the terminal side, the PLUG interface is mainly composed by a steel structure supporting a sliding basket 

which receives the HV connector and the HV cables which are hanging from it in a festoon under it. Although 

rudimentary, this is very cost effective, safe and reliable cable storage and management system, taking advantage of 

the available volume created by the quay side fenders between the quay and the vessel sides. To protect the 

connector from the adverse weather conditions, when not in use, a dedicated “winterized” shelter has been 

implemented.  

 

Oslo terminal quay side PLUG interface  

On the ship side, installation work were performed during Magic and Fantasy dry docking including mainly  some 

steel cutting and welding to implement the watertight door and a port hole for the operator. 

 

 Installation on board “Color  Magic”  



 

 

Although “Color Fantasy” dry dock was planned one year later, two complete PLUG ship side and connector sets 

were manufactured at the same time; so that, the second one could be used to perform in parallel for extensive 

qualification tests of High Voltage shock and High Amperage (up to 700 amp) at Bureau Veritas LCIE laboratory. 

 

70 000 volt shock test at LCIE lab 

Quay side installation was performed in May 2011, the steel structure being simply bolted to the existing concrete 

quay. 

 

 Quay side interface installation in Oslo  

The summer 2011 was quite busy completing and testing the whole shore power installation, upstream and 

downstream of the PLUG interfaces, while port of Oslo was focused on drawing a dedicated a HV line from nearby 

net work power substation, across a free way and several railway tracks…For PLUG, this period included emergency 

release test  which were based on three levels on alarm triggered by tensions sensors on the cable loop : 



 

 

- First level aimed at warning the crew in order to restart and synchronize the on board gensets; 

- Second level aimed at switching off the shore power connection and earthing the HV cables; 

- Third level aimed at the full release of the connector by lowering the system until the last link of the chain 

gets free, avoiding any mechanical damage to the system even if the vessels drift further away from the 

quay… 

All this work culminating, in September, in the official commissioning of the system. 

 

PLUG in operation in Oslo 



 

 

In June 2012 “Color Magic” was joined by “Color Fantasy” and both vessels are using shore power on a daily basis, 

whatever the weather conditions (see Fig 10). Since 2011, thanks to PLUG, more than 1000 shore connections have 

been performed. 

 PLUG met all expected requirements, especially the “hand off” operations for the crew, as can be seen on:  

- www.youtube.com/watch?v=zstDPrDf6Oo 
- www.youtube.com/watch?v=6PaVF_qyl6k 
- www.youtube.com/watch?v=sYW_dkT_EZk 

 

 

Winter conditions in Oslo 

3 Superspeed 1 ROPAX and Kristiansand Terminal 

Based on the success of this first implementation, NG3 has further improved the PLUG technology, having in mind to 

improve the overall design, and in particular reduce both the ship side and quay side interfaces foot prints (for 

example to meet the restricted space available on RO/RO vessels). 

As a result, NG3 secured in October 2013 an additional order from Color Line to equip its Superspeed 1 ROPAX and 

Kristiansand terminal. For this project main design change was to implement, the quay side interface on a rolling 

platform to allow to park the system when not in use. On the ship side, main effort was on simplifying the sliding 

beam steel structure, to allow installation of the equipment in a room with very limited access. For this project, 

Operating voltage was again 11 kV, for a power exchange capability of around 2.5 MVA. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zstDPrDf6Oo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6PaVF_qyl6k
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sYW_dkT_EZk


 

 

Typical connexion operations require less than three minutes, including the synchronisation sequence between the 

generator sets and the grid to provide a smooth transition when switching to shore power.    

 

Superspeed 1 ROPAX 

  

Kristiansand PLUG 



 

 

 

This system is in operation since September 2014. One point to be noted, is that, due to the following extremely mild 

winter temperatures, there were more rain than snow falls, and consequently, return on investment was much 

faster than expected, as hydro dams were full in advances, driving down power cost in Norway.. 

 

Superspeed 1 ship side PLUG Interface 

4 Folgefonn Hybrid ferry and Jektevik terminal 

Another area of development was to adapt PLUG technology to provide a much higher amperage power exchange 

capability, to recharge the batteries electric or hybrid propulsion ferries, each time they load /unload passengers and 

vehicles.  



 

 

Funded by “Innovation Norway” an R&D project has been launched to demonstrate the possibility of Hybrid Diesel 

Electric Battery propulsion on the Norled  Ferry Folgefonn. This ferry operates between the Jektevik, Hodanes and 

Nordhuglo terminals. 

Apart from direct charging of the batteries by the Diesel engines, the project included the charging of the batteries 

from the local power grid at each few minutes stops at the Jektevik terminal, taking advantage that electrical power 

in Norway is both attractive from environmental and economical points of view, being based mostly on hydropower. 

To establish the corresponding low voltage / high amperage shore connection, PLUG was selected by the project. 

 

M/S Folgefonn Ferry 

Being a retrofit project on the existing vessel, main constraints on the ship side, was to fit within the hardly available 

space. To meet this requirement, the PLUG connector was fitted on a basket sliding alongside the hull, so that ship 

side footprint was in fact negligible. On the quay side, the main design feature was to implement over the existing 

quay fender system a platform supporting a mast along which was suspended a sliding beam to bring the hoisting 

mechanism right above the connector. With this combination of movements the system can follow and compensate 

the movement of the vessel, so that connexion operations can start as soon as the vessel is within reach, maximizing 

the available time for charging the batteries. 

At the same time, the contacts design was reviewed to beef up their capability in order to provide a 1000 A plus 

current exchange capability. 

As these connexions are required to be performed 30 times per day and as crew is not available for these extra 

operations, a mandatory requirement was that PLUG operations shall be fully automated. This led to the new 

“SMART PLUG” development to provide a system able to automatically monitor and control the relative movement 

of the different components of the system. This is based on the use of a set of cameras located on the sliding beam 

which detect and track the position of the connector, and control the operations of the hoisting system to lower the 

shuttle bar, and once locked into the connector, hoist the whole assembly towards the socket to establish 

connection.    



 

 

 

 

First video tracking tests with a wheeled mock up ferry  

First power exchange tests were successfully performed in April 2015 . 

First fully automated connexion /disconnection were performed in November 2015, demonstrating success full 

connection/disconnection operations even in very adverse conditions such as rain/fog/waves allowing to charge 

batteries from the first to the last minute of the stop. 

 



 

 

 

First power exchange tests  

 

See http://www.videometric.com/ftp/NG3VDMV12.mp4 

 

http://www.videometric.com/ftp/NG3VDMV12.mp4


 

 

.  

Example of videotracking system target acquisition 

5 PLUG 2015 prototype 

Funded by French research agency,  a  more compact design of the PLUG was developed  with among other 

innovations : 

-  stainless steel fish tank; 

- Crew Wifi interface allowing to drive the system from a smartphone. 



 

 

 

 

PLUG 2015 at Amsterdam Hybrid and electric propulsion exhibition  

 



 

 

 

PLUG 2015 smart phone interface 

6 Superspeed 2 and Larvik terminal 

Repeat order in August 2015 from Color Line for its Superspeed 2 sistership and the Larvik terminal, the main driver 

for this project was to offer a full compatibility with the Superspeed 1 and Kristiansand terminal so both ships can 

get shore power when calling to either terminals. 

Taking into account this, design innovation was limited on reducing the quay side steel work and on developing 

specific tools and procedures to speed up ship side installation. 

As a result:  

- ship and quay side PLUG interfaces were delivered on standard car trailer; 

- mechanical installation of the fish tank sliding beam and the watertight door were made within a day. 

As can be seen on  www.youtube.com/watch?v=G5lLfHV08Ug&feature=youtu.be operations in extreme winter 

conditions have been performed on a routine basis. In operations since April 2016. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G5lLfHV08Ug&feature=youtu.be


 

 

 

Delivery of quay and ship side Superspeed 2 / Larvik PLUG parts  



 

 

 

Superspeed 2 / Larvik PLUG in operation 

 

 



 

 

7 Color Viking  and  Color Hybrid project at Sandefjord  terminal 

In October 2016, Color Line placed an order to equip with a 11 kV 2,5 MVA PLUG its ROPAX Color Viking and its 

Sandefjord terminal. 

On the terminal side, a specific requirement is that the quay side PLUG interface shall be compatible with the new 

built ROPAX “Color Hybrid” Color Line is planning to replace Bohus, to charge the battery at night. 

One major constraint, on the quay side, is the very limited footprint available as this area is used as well as a 

passenger’s emergency escape route. 

To meet these requirements and constraints, NG3 proposed a solution directly derived from the PLUG 2015 

development combined with a quay side raised PLUG interface platform avoiding any significant interference with 

the escape route. 

PLUG ship side installation started in January 2017 and the first connection were performed in June. 

 

Color Viking ROPAX 



 

 

 

Color Viking and Sandefjord terminal PLUG in operation 

For Color Hybrid, PLUG is selected to provide, on the port side, a 2,5 MW night charging capability at night using the 

existing quay side interface installed for Color Viking  and on the starboard side, a 6,5 MW boost charging capability 

during the ship afternoon  one hour stop…in operation since January 2020, day shore connection is, in fact, able to 

boost the charge the vessel’s batteries from 20 to 100 % in 25 minutes! 



 

 

 

 

 

Color Hybrid new build ROPAX and Sandefjord boost station interface  

8 IEC standard manual connector solutions 

To address the needs of shore power projects using IEC standard manual connector solution, NG3 is offering as well 

cable management solutions using such connectors combined with automated cable reels, for example for Off Shore 

Supply vessels… 



 

 

 

Proposed manual connector solution for Off shore supply vessels  

9 Spitsbergen ROPAX and Bergen terminal 

In March 2017 Hurtigruten ship owner ordered a 2 MW 1 KV PLUG solution for its Spitsbergen ROPAX and the 

Bergen terminal. An additional order to equip “Kong Harald “followed. 

Main challenge for this project is to develop a very compact ship side solution and a quay side one flexible enough to 

be compatible with other Hurtigruten vessels calling in Bergen and the other west Norvegian ports they are calling 

at, such as Throndheim, Bodo, Kirkeness… 

For this we proposed a 2000 A 1KV contact technology, which among other benefits, avoid the need of a on board 

step down transformer….which is as well proposed for the fast charging of electric propulsion ferrys… 

 

Spitsbergen ROPAX 

To match Hurtigruten different shore power interfaces, both in terms of frames and deck location., the Bergen quay 

side interface was built with a mast mounted on a moving platform. 



 

 

As for Folgefon the whole process is automated so shore power can be established from the first to the last minute 

of the call, maximizing the economical and environmental return on investment… 

 

First shore power exchange between Spitsbergen and Bergen quay side interface  

 



 

 

Spitsbergen and Bergen quay side interface with shore side power supply cabinet in the foreground 

10 Kong Harald ROPAX 

For this next Hurtigruten order, the requirement was to place the unit on deck 2 with a door opening similar to a 

bunker or pilot door. 

 

Kong Harald prior connexion to  Bergen quay side interface  

 

11 Hurtigruten ‘s Nordkapp, Richard With and Polarlys ROPAX 

In May 2018, Hurtigruten ordered a PLUG interface for these three additional vessels to be installed during their next 

dry dock. The solution is identical to Spitbergen’s but special care has been taken to further minimize the ship side 

footprint to avoid the loss of neither a car space on deck 2, neither a passenger cabin on deck 3…by installing the 

PLUG interface on the aft mooring deck… 



 

 

 

 

Nordkapp ROPAX 

 



 

 

 

 

PLUG on Nordkapp 

12  Kiel Color Line terminal 

Mirroring the PLUG solution already in place in Oslo, Siemens placed mid 2018 an order for a quay side interface at 

Kiel Color Line terminal to provide shore power to Color Magic and Fantasy, commissioned in May 2019.  



 

 

 

 

Color Line terminal PLUG interface in Kiel 

 



 

 

13 Havila 4 newbuilt hybrid propulsion cruise vessels 

Via  Norwegian Electric Systems,  NG3 got the order , in January  2019, for the same PLUG ship side interfaces to 

equip four Havila newbuilt cruise vessels which will operate as well along Norway  west coast. These PLUG will be 

designed not only to provide hotel load, but as well, the charging of the batteries of these hybrid propulsion vessels, 

in Bergen and other western coast ports. 

 

Havila future hybrid propulsion RoPax 

14 Framnes and Color Viking Starboard PLUG interfaces 

To further reduce its emissions, Color Line ordered in May 2019 a set of PLUG interfaces to equip both the Framnes 

quay (used for night parking for either Color Viking or Color Hybrid )  and Color Viking starboard side.  Combined 

with the Sandefjord PLUG interfaces this last set will allow both ship to be emission free during all their calls in the 

Sandefjord area.  

First power exchange in Framnes was performed in February 2020. 



 

 

 

Color Viking and quay side interface at Framnes 

15 Vesteralen  Ropax  

In May 2019, Hurtigruten placed an order to equip Vesteralen… 

 

Vesteralen  



 

 

16 Nordnorge and Nordlys RoPax 

In August 2020, Hurtigruten placed two additional orders to equip with PLUG these two vessels… 

 
Nordnorge  

 

Nordlys 



 

 

 

17 Port of Trondheim and Bodo 

In October 2020, PSW placed order to equip with a PLUG quay side interface both Trondheim and Bodo ports 

Kysruten route terminal in order to provide shore power to both Hurtigruten and Havilla vessels..; 

 

 

 

18 Future developments 

Needless, to say, NG3 is open to investigate further opportunities where PLUG unique capabilities can improve shore 

power economic and environmental benefits for other types of vessels, such as cruise ships, container carriers and 

tankers while providing superior safety of operations. 

 

PLUG interface meeting  in a Ulstein yard project for Color Hybrid 

 



 

 

Main areas of improvements are: 

-  to further reduce foot print both on board and on the quay side (A s such, Spitsbergen shore power rom is 

certainly the smallest shore power PLUG on the market, with a 3 m2 footprint!); 

- to optimize PLUG C&C interface with the whole shore connection C&C system; 

- develop a compact version for smaller vessels, so that projects, such as electric propulsion water bus, could benefit 

from the SMART PLUG technology; 

-for hybrid of electric propulsion vessels develop new contacts for even higher current exchange capabilities for AC 

or DC current, while keeping PLUG as the most compact, lightweight and affordable solution for electric or hybrid 

propulsion vessels,such as for example harbour tugs; 

- for hybrid and electric propulsion vessels develop optimized offer with NG3 SMART automated mooring solution, 

using the same components (motors, sensors, control & command…) for the two systems to reduce spare parts and 

simplify maintenance. 

From marketing point of view, one of the main challenge is to promote PLUG solution towards other type of vessels, 

especially Container Carriers, Cruise, RORO, challenging standards which are based on manual handling of 

connectors, which are clearly questionable in terms of safety (to the point of being in conflict with European 

regulation for manual handling of heavy loads, Directive 89/391/EEC), cost and speed of operations.  

In some cases, such as for Cruise and Container carriers, PLUG technology is expected to increase the environmental 

and financial return on investment of shore power solution by three or four fold! 

Needless to say, NG3 is open to discuss and investigate any challenging shore power requirements!  

 

 

6.6 KV 700 Amp PLUG for Container carriers 



 

 

 

11 kV 700 Amp  PLUG for cruise ships 

 

  

  

 PLUG : The shore power solution 
which makes money  ! 

 
World’s first multi MW, High Voltage shore connection… 
 in a minute!  
…20 % more time connected to the shore power infrastructure… 
…1000 times less man power  
…1000 times less risk… 
…50 times less maintenance… 
…3 to 4 times less CapEx and OpEx… 
…4 to 10 times less on board volume… 



 

 

For further information, please contact: 

In France : 

Damien Féger, d.feger.NG3@gmail.vcom 

In South Korea : 

Daniel Roh, daniel.roh@tachyon-corp.comT 

 Germany : 

Christian Bindemann, infoindemann-group.com 

In Scandinavia: 

Tarald Hoy, Sales@scanvi-interyards.no 

In Netherlands and Flanders : 

Vincent Deken, vincent.deken@e-energystorage.nl 

In Turkey : 

Tugay Zorba, tugayzorba@oczmarin.com 

In India : 

Partha Talekar,partha@parikhpower.in 

In Italy : 

Matteo Orlandi Matteoorlandi@rig.it 

In China : 

Gu Linchun linchun_gu2013@163.com 
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